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The study undertaken at Siemens & Furnas Controls (SFC), located in Batavia, Illinois
will be used to help determine profitability and viability of its oldest existing department or line
of products. The department houses eight work cells that produce 232 variations of eight
representative styles or models of electromechanical devices or switches. Production will be
relocated to the SFC Osceola, Iowa facility. Manufacturing cost analysis is required for
relocation planning purposes and to provide current verified data regarding profitability of the
line. The business team handling the transition to Osceola simply wants to verify the department
profit margin from the labor rates, costs, and time standards of the various switches before the
planned move. The decision to keep, modify, or discontinue all or some of the line of products
will be, in part, based on the findings of this study. Due to the time constraints of the study, an
algorithm was developed to enable the project to be completed in an optimal time frame by
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Siemens & Furnas Controls (SFC), located in Batavia, Illinois has determined the need
for manufacturing analysis of drum switch and other Department 39 styles. The switches are
presently produced in the Batavia, Illinois facility but production will be relocated to the SFC
Osceola, Iowa facility. The drum switch is one ofthe products developed by Furnas Electric
(now SFC) founder Carl Furnas. SFC is a business unit of the Industrial Products Division of
Siemens Energy & Automation, a company of Siemens US that is owned by Siemens AG of
Germany. The drum switch line or Department 39 at SFC has an extremely large number of
variations and has been slated for scrutiny regarding profitability and viability. Analysis is
required for relocation planning purposes and to provide current verified data regarding
profitability of the line.
The initial project objectives of a complete cost reduction analysis of one switch and a
recommended method for reduction of catalog offerings were reduced to one objective. The
business team handling the transition to Osceola simply wants to verify the profit margin from
the labor rates, costs, and time standards of this and other switches before the planned move.
The decision to keep, modify, or discontinue the line will be, in part, based on the findings of this
study. Analysis began with the A109325U, which was manufactured on Line 50 of Department
39 and was the highest volume drum switch style produced by SFC in 1998. During the
development of the project, our list of topics for observation and evaluation focused on the
examination of production material flow, work methods, time study, and work station design,
along with cost and contribution margin analysis. From this study we developed an algorithm
which allows for similar in-depth analysis of other department styles. Also provided with the
analysis report are recommendations for Line 50 cost reductions.
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1.0 Introduction
The Batavia division of Siemens & Furnas Controls (SFC) designs and manufactures
numerous electrical and electronic control devices. One of the families of controls is the drum
switch line of controllers. Drum switches are manufactured in Department 39 along with foot
switches, limit switches, and master switches. "Drum switches or Drum Controllers start, stop,
and change the speed and/or rotating direction of reversible AC and DC electric motors"
(Appendix A, Furnas Catalog). They are simple one or two speed controls, which may also have
reversing options in one or two speeds. Applications for the switches include boat hoists (i.e. the
A109325U for customer Ace Labs), doors, metal and woodworking machinery, and conveyor
systems. The drum switches are designed and built for "severe service applications" (Appendix
A). Mounting, enclosure, and handle options available make for versatile applications. These
various options have created multiple styles within a "family" of switches. SFC has both the
desire and the need to trim the number of styles offered in the catalog (i.e. the number of various
devices offered). The Power Control Components (PCC) Business Team Drum Controller Focus
Group will consider the frequency of use or sales, as well as component availability, and product
profit margin to determine which, if any, of the styles will be eliminated from the array of
catalog offerings. We proposed, as special resources for the Drum Controller Focus Group of
the pee Team, to perform a manufacturing cost analysis of as many representative styles as
possible within our project time constraints.
We began with a list of eight representative styles shown in Table 1., which were chosen
by the plant manager and manufacturing supervisor. The list was slightly revised by the Product
Manager-NEMA Controls. We chose the highest volume switch, the A109325U Drum
Controller, from a FY1998 margin analysis report provided by the Senior Financial Analyst.
Table 1. Department 39 representative styles









Our project Gantt chart, which was developed in MS Project version 4.0, is an expanded listing
of the following project steps or methodology (Appendix B, Project Gantt Chart). We:
• acquired the single level Bill of Materials (BOM), prints and work instructions
• arranged and performed a preliminary time study and methods analysis
• acquired an Indented Explosion BOM for time and cost comparisons
• developed project and algorithm Gantt charts or timelines
• performed a more in-depth time study and examination of production work methods and
product material flow
From the above followed:
• the development of analysis spreadsheets
• analysis of work station design, and
• cost and contribution margin analysis
The project deliverables have become the following:
• an algorithm for further style analysis, which includes time standard calculation and
margin verification spreadsheets and a timeline for further analysis incorporated into
Gantt and PERT (Performance Evaluation & Review Technique) charts (Appendix C,
Algorithm Gantt and PERT Charts)
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• verified time standards and product margins, and
• cost reduction recommendations (i.e. improved work methods, work station design)
The balance of this report will discuss project methodology, analysis results, and
deliverables in sufficient detail throughout the following sections. Our findings and
recommendations will conclude the report. References used during the project are cited, and
relevant data, tables, and figures or illustrations are included in the report or the Appendices
referenced in the report. At the end of the report, we have also included a glossary of SFC
specific terminology to assist the reader.
Our task of developing a methodology for future evaluations focused primarily on direct
labor and material costs. However, we incorporated production methods analysis into the
methodology as a means of verifying optimal work methods and workstation design, thus, cost
efficient production. We organized the steps and the tools that we developed into an easily
adaptable or convertible fonnat for this and other departments at SFC.
2.0 Initial Analysis
The A109325U Drum Controller was the highest volume drum switch manufactured at
SFC in 1998. It is a special order derivative of the A14 Drum Controller manufactured for Ace
Labs Boat Hoists, which is one of the Compact A Series (Appendix A). A total of 10,203 ofthe
A109325U switches were sold in 1998. The 1998 A109325U profit margin was computed at
36.7% in the fiscal year (FY) 1998 report generated by Tammy Williams, Senior Financial
Analyst (Appendix D, Margin Analysis). We undertook an in-depth manufacturing cost analysis
to either disprove or verify the reported margin.
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First, we cross-referenced the bills of materials and build sheets with the engineering
drawings and work instructions. A password allowing access to the mainframe information
system was obtained to facilitate access to bills of material, cost, inventory, and re-order point
information. Some manufacturing costs included on the bill of materials were noted as factory
burden and material burden. We verified that these indirect costs were a certain percentage of
the actual production costs incurred and were, in essence, manufacturing overhead. Material and
factory burden information or components were identified with the assistance of Dale Johnson,
Manager Cost Accounting. The burden information helped narrow and define the scope of our
cost and time study analyses. For example, time studies ofQA and Material Handling are not
necessary for our cost analysis of Department 39 because of the inclusion of both in material
and/or factory burden. FY1999 labor rates for Batavia and an estimate for the Iowa location
were made available to us both for projecting costs with respect to the future location of
Department 39 as well as verification of Batavia cost and margin. However, since Department
39 will be a new addition to the Osceola facility, there is not a comparable labor rate available at
this time. Dale Johnson and Jim Coffinan, Senior Manufacturing Engineer, directed us to use a
labor rate of 10% less than that of Department 39.
Data collection of preliminary times for the A109325U assembly and packing operation
were completed by February 10, 1999. The time study data was formatted into a spreadsheet
designed in Microsoft (MS) Excel 95/97 for analysis (Appendix E, Initial Time Study). The
assembly and packing of the AI09325U subassemblies as well as the counting and packing of
the bulk hardware were timed. The fabrication times of the molded bottom, cover, and handle
components were also timed. For comparison, we were provided an existing Methods-Time
Measurement (MTM) time study, which covers only one subassembly of the AI09325U and is
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not unique to this switch (Appendix F, MTM Report). From a method and component
comparison, we determined that the MTM study was performed on the A109652U, which is the
momentary style counterpart to the maintained Al 093250. Our study shows a faster assembly
time of the finger-to-base assembly when compared to the MTM. The existing MTM also
confirmed our suspicion that the work cell is not well balanced with respect to right-hand versus
left-hand operations. The MTM calculations verified SFC method of calculating standard times.
We used the same method or formulas in our calculations.
Figure 1. A14DX599U Contact Assembly
During the course of the project, the A109325U was "converted" into the A 14DX599U to
improve product enclosure durability and aesthetics (Figure 1.). Robert Fugiel, Product Manager
- NEMA Controls, has been working with Ace Labs on the conversion since November 1998.
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The conversion or change involved a change of material and color to the bottom and the cover
(durability), a change of color to the handle (original color faded over time), and consolidation of
two bulk hardware elements into one component (easier installation for the customer). This
consolidation reduced the number of bulk hardware components to four from the present five.
On April 14, 1999 we were informed that Ace Labs has requested that SFC return to original five
bulk hardware components to maintain the inclusion of the brass screw. The "Instructions" sheet
in Appendix G best explains bulk hardware inclusion in the A14DX599U assembly process. The
cover and handle changes were not expected to change the assembly times but did increase the
material cost of the switch. The impact of the change to the bulk hardware assembly time was
estimated from the hardware and hardware packing times from the A109325U initial time study
data. We are confident that the estimate is sufficient, and it should be noted that it was difficult
to schedule a time convenient to either the operator counting and packing the bulk hardware
items or us.
It was decided at the Power Control Components (PCC) Business Team Drum Focus
Group meeting of March 2, that inventory and re-order point information would not be part of
the scope of our project. It was re-emphasized that SFC would like the project to incorporate the
cost and margin analysis of more than the one style, A 14DX599U. The focus group redirected
our project objective to verification of factory cost with an emphasis on material and labor. The
primary goal of the focus group is to verify profit margins of as many of the representative eight
styles as possible during our project.
Also on March 2, 1999, an in-depth time study of the A14DX599U was completed along
with an operator/process motion and method study. Further spreadsheet analysis of the newly
collected data and comparison of it with the exploded BaM or indented explosion (of the BaM)
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standard cost was performed (Appendix H, Indented Explosion). Department 39 labor hour and
cost discrepancies were noted. The Department 39 factory burden percentage was calculated
from the indented explosion to be 329%. This percentage matched the listing acquired from the
manager of cost accounting.
Tom Pitts, Assistant Supervisor of Manufacturing, Neal Cook, Fabrication Planner, and
Diane Andersen, Manufacturing Engineering Technician, verified all other Fabrication
Department times that are listed on the BaM. We also verified material costs by cross-
referencing the indented explosion of the standard cost with individual component cost screens
of the mainframe. Tom Pitts, who recently transferred to the Osceola facility, verified the
stamping, blanking, plating, and bright dip costs and times to be correct as the BaM indicates
with one exception. The exception is the set-up time for the stamping ofthe finger component of
the switch, which is, as are other set-up times, a component of factory burden. We passed the
corrected information on to Diane Andersen. Neal Cook and Diane Andersen verified all of the
molded component times related to either A109325U or A14DX599U Incidentally, the Senior
Production Control Coordinator, Ruth Dortch issued the first order for the Ace Labs
A 14DX599U to Department 39, on March 15, 1999. During the third week in March, we began
process motion, work methods, and workstation analysis and were trained in the assembly of the
Ace Labs switch by Helen Wilson, Team Leader. A discussion of this part of our in-depth
analysis follows in section 4.0 of our report.
A margin of 48.7% for the A109325U was calculated utilizing the data collected on
March 2, 1999 and FYl999 cost revisions of 10-8-98. A margin of 4l.12% for the A 14DX599U
was calculated. The sales price and volume of the Ace Labs switch is not expected to change
during this next fiscal year. Therefore, we used the FY1998 Invoice total for the switch, which
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was provided by the Senior Financial Analyst (Appendix D). The margin calculations and
analyses were performed using the previously mentioned sales, cost, and labor rate, which were
incorporated into another spreadsheet designed in MS Excel 95/97 entitled Margin.xls (Appendix
I, "Margin. xis" Spreadsheet).
Time studies were completed on four additional styles: the J5, C1188, 58R44, and the
54BB23FB limit switch. A departmental preliminary time study spreadsheet was revised and
further developed (Appendix J, "Standard Time.xls" Spreadsheet). We incorporated proper time
study procedures and calculations as outlined in the Maytag method, which determines the
number of readings necessary for a ± 5% precision and a 95% Confidence Interval (CI) based on
the largest range of difference between the slowest and fastest element times of the performed
study (Barnes, pp. 276-278). Also incorporated into the spreadsheet were calculations for
selected, normal, and standard times, which include SFC operator rating and allowances
(Barnes, pp. 308-314). The initial spreadsheet analysis determined that for a 95% CI and ± 5%
precision, we would need to perform 169+ trials. Due to our time constraints, the manual nature
of the assembly process, and noted needed process improvements (i.e. needed repair to the e-ring
dispenser for critical element improvement), we decided to proceed with 32 trials and re-evaluate
our critical element and time standard findings (Appendix H). On April 1, 1999, the "Standard
Time.xls" spreadsheet was tested for accuracy and ease of use by an NIU Work Measurement
and Work Design (IENG310) lab group after analyzing the 54BB23FB limit switch. However,
material and fabrication department analyses all of the additional four styles were not attempted
due to project time constraints. All of our collected data was entered into the Time Study. xis
spreadsheets (Appendix E) designed for the project. Determining needed trials for the additional
four styles revealed similar results with respect to the number of trials needed for the 95% CI and
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± 5% precision requirements. We proceeded with the calculation of standard times in the
Standard Time.xls spreadsheets for each of them because of the high amount of manual labor
involved in production in Department 39, the high variation in process element times, and the
relatively low volume of the several varied styles. Margin analysis for these additional styles
was performed without all material and fabrication cost verifications, which allowed us to verify
the project spreadsheets and ease oftheir use for the project algorithm. The additional margin
analyses are also preliminary information, which will assist the PCC Team in the interim.
Margin analysis is discussed further in the next section of the report. The algorithm Gantt chart
and PERT chart, as well as the two spreadsheet formats, will assist further Department 39
evaluation as explained in this section of the report (Appendix C).
3.0 MarginAnalysis Discussion
Table 2. Margin Summary
Style Production Time Labor Cost % Projected % change FY1998
Rate in Standard % of Total Difference % Profit from Volume
-B = Batavia units/hour (hrs/lOOO) Standard from Margin FY1998 (* denotes
-1 = Iowa Labor Cost Indented Margin projected
Explosion Analysis volume)
A109325U 21.75 45.97 46.76% 30.65% 50.82% 14.12% 10,203
AI4DX599U-B 21.75 45.97 46.82% 30.59% 41.12% 4.42% *10,203
A 14DX599U-I 21.75 45.97 45.97% 23.70% 39.35% 2.65% *10,203
58R44 9.69 103.2 60.45% 6.83% 56.18% 1.98% 2,972
J5 8.79 113.77 28.06% 25.83% 62.91% 5.26% 1,258
54BB23FB 4.95 201.97 44.37% 19.45% 16.17% 5.42% 648
C1l88 2.35 424.95 21.21% 17.86% 59.37% 5.37% 158
The cost changes of 10-8-98, changes in materials, and the revised time standards show only
positive differences from the FYl998 Margin Analysis in Table 2. The production rates in the
second column of Table 2. are somewhat different from the initial estimates shown in Table 1.
These rates will affect the margin depending on the style assembly labor cost percentage of the
total standard labor cost of the fourth column of Table 2. The learning curve at the Osceola
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facility will probably affect the margin for a short time, but when workers arrive at a steady state
production rate, margin should restabilize. The appropriate Iowa labor and burden rates may
show a better margin than the summary of the margin analysis spreadsheets in Table 2.
4.0 Work Methods and Line 50 Layout
Work methods were observed in the course of performing the time study, during our hands-on
training for assembly of the A14DX599U switch, and also through observations separate from
the time study. Existing layout and components are depicted in sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. We
determined that the work cell has been configured to allow for either one or two operators to be
active at the same time. During our time studies we noted only one operator present at a time.
This appears to promote excessive operator movement between the three workstations when one
piece flow assembly is employed. Movements from station to station, consisting of three and
one half to four feet per move, occupied four to five seconds per move. The distances between
operations can be noted in Figure 2.
It is, according to the operator, not unusual for some subassembly to be "batched" in
either station 1 or station 2 as is the case of the shaft and two e-rings discussed below in Station
Two Observations. It is also noted that some station two operations were not always completed
in the prescribed order.
4.1 Station One Observations
This station is right hand dominant. Contact bases, rivets, and stationary contacts or
"fingers" are stored on the right hand side ofthe operator. This results in the operator grabbing






























































transferred back to the right hand one by one, first as the six rivets and then the six fingers are
pre-positioned by hand and installed into the base.
Figure 3. Station 1 of Line 50
The jig for holding the rivets in place in the base while the fingers are installed was seen
to be sometimes hard to position on the rivet machine. This difficulty arises from the
requirement that the jig assume a specific orientation with regard to the rivet machine. Aligning
the pin on the bottom ofthe jig with the hole in the machine bed was one of two highly variable
duration elements noted on this station. When the jig is properly aligned, the operator activates
the rivet machine by compressing the switches on either side of the machine with both hands.
The base assembly is then removed from the jig to add grease to the fingers.
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The second highly variable duration element at station one is the greasing of the fingers.
The application of the grease with a small paintbrush requires that the operator apply the grease
to each of the six fingers individually. It was also noted that the grease is stored on the left side
of the rivet machine, resulting in the operator reaching across and around the machine when the
paintbrush is grasped with the right hand (Figure 3.). It was also noted that some fingers were
"painted" more than once when the amount of grease applied appeared insufficient or excessive
to the operator. This greatly increased the variation in the task time.
Figure 4. Station 2
4.2 Station Two Observations
Following the greasing operation at station one, the operator moves to station two, usually
by scooting the chair while still partially seated on it. At station two the operator grasps, with the
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right hand, a completed contact base assembly and positions this base on the station two jig,
observing the "molded arrow away" orientation (Figures 5. and 6.) The arrow must be located
before the base can be properly positioned. This appeared to be a variable duration element, but
of minor impact.
Figure 5. Base-to-Contact Assembly Jig
Once the base is positioned in the jig, the operator grasps, again with the right hand, a
shaft. The shaft is then transferred to the left hand and placed on the work surface of the table.
The e-ring tool is picked up in the right hand and, while steadying the e-ring holder or dispenser
with the left hand, an e-ring is extracted from the holder. The e-ring is then snapped into
position on the shaft. Two e-rings are assembled to each shaft. This operation proved to be
highly variable in duration because the e-ring tool did not successfully extract a ring from the
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dispenser on every attempt. While our operator has extensive experience and appears to be well
trained in the techniques pertaining to all phases of the assembly, she was only successful in
extracting an e-ring from the dispenser on the first attempt 60-80% of the time.
Figure 6. Base Assembly "loaded" onto Jig
The shaft and e-ring assembly is then inserted into the base assembly with the left hand.
The rotor is grasped and placed on the work surface with the right hand. Next the operator
reaches, with the right hand, back to the station one table for two movable contacts which are
located in a bin at the near (to the operator) end of the table. The contacts are positioned in the
rotor with the right hand after they are transferred to the left for holding. The rotor cap is then
grasped from a bin on the right side of the station, oriented, and installed on the rotor assembly.
It was noted that the cap does not always self-position and the operator must sometimes make
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several attempts to get the cap securely seated. This assembly is then installed on the base
assembly, again with proper orientation observed. These components are all located in bins on
the right side of the workstation (Figure 7.).
Figure 7. Station 2 Present Configuration - Right Side
The molded cover, which is the only component stored on the left side of station two, is
then grasped (left hand) and oriented (both hands) with words up. It is then positioned over the
contact assembly with both hands. A handle is now picked from its bin on the right side of the
station with the right hand and transferred to the left. While holding the handle upside down in
the left hand a greased washer is picked from a bin on the right with the right index finger tip.
The washer is inserted into the under side of the handle rotation point, and the handle is then
inverted and positioned over the end of the shaft protruding through the cover. Next, a screw
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cover and a screw are picked up (right hand) from the right side bins and the screw is inserted
through the screw cover and handle and into the shaft. While the operator holds the screw with
the left hand, the right hand grasps an air driver and drives down the screw. The screw cap is
then held over the screw head and tapped in place with a small plastic hammer (mallet). The
hammer and the e-ring tool are noted to have no permanent designated location when not in use.
The assembly is now flipped over using both hands and placed in the back half of the jig. A
brass screw is obtained with the right hand, transferred to the left hand and positioned in the
assembly while the right hand reaches for the air driver.
The assembly is removed from the jig and the handle is operated by the right hand
through the three positions of the switch (held in left hand) through several cycles before it is
placed on the tester and cycled through the three positions once again. After the switch "passes"
on the tester, it is removed from the fixture and a date code label is affixed to the inside of the
cover. The assemblies are then placed into a bulk-pack carton that the operator constructed prior
to the start of the switch assembly process. The carton sits in front of the third workbench of the
cell on a small, shorter table. When the carton is filled, the operator stands to close it.
4.3 Station Three Observations
The operator must lean forward over the carton on the small table when reaching for the
needed tape, instruction sheets, labels, et cetera, which are kept on the workbench behind the
small table (Figures 2. and 8.). The carton is sealed and labeled before being placed on a skid
that is designated for the various cartons of the periodic Ace Labs order of 500 switches.
Illustrated Work Instructions located in Appendix G best describe carton assembly. Cartons,
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liners, and partitions for the A14DX599U are stored 6 feet from the closest boundary of the
workstation and there is no provision for storage of these components at the station (Figure 2.).
'n_~
t,tl.]U I
Figure 8. Station 2 Cover Stand and Station 3 Tape Machine
The methods of sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 have been organized into a Left Hand/Right Hand
Chart in Table 3. This type of chart aliows for easier visual comparison of left and right hand
use. It is optimal to utilize both hands equally during any process (Barnes, p. 173). The
following chart will be compared to a Left Hand/Right Hand Chart tabled following section 6.2.
The dominant use of the right hand in the existing sequence of operations is apparent in the chart
and can also be noted by referencing the first part of the MTM Report (Appendix F).
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Table 3. Existing LFIRH Sequence of Operations
NOTE: BOLD typeface indicates that hand is functioning as a holder or in place of a jig.
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND
STATION ONE Pick up base and place on
work bench
Get rivets from bin
Hold rivets transferred from
ri2ht hand
Use thumb and forefinger to Transfer rivet to right hand
preposition first rivet X6 and install on base X6
Grasp jig and place over base
Support base Rotate jig and move toward
rivet machine table
Position jig on rivet machine Position jig on rivet machine
table table
Get fingers from bin
Hold fingers transferred
from ri2ht hand
Use thumb and forefinger to Transfer finger to right hand
preposition finger X6 and install on base X6
Place hand on control actuator Place hand on control actuator
Remove base from jig Grasp paint brush
Hold and rotate base Apply grease to inside of
fingers
Return brush to grease
container
STATION TWO Position base on jig
Grasp a shaft and transfer to
left hand
Bring shaft to the workbench.
Lav shaft on workbench.
Pick up e-ring tool
Stead v e-ring holder Extract one e-ring from holder
I Hold shaft horizontal on Install e-ringbench top
Steadv e-ring holder Extract one e-ring from holder
Hold shaft horizontal on Install e-ring
bench top
Return e-ring tool to its
storage location
Pick up and insert shaft into
base sub-assembly
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(Table 3. Continued) Get rotor from bin and place
on work bench
Grasp two contacts from bin,
transfer to left hand
Hold contacts Take contacts, one at a time,
from left hand and position
them in rotor
Steady rotor sub-assembly Get rotor cover from bin,
orient, install cap on sub-
assembly
Install rotor assembly on shaft Install rotor assembly on shaft
Get cover from bin, orient
words uo
Position cover on jig pins and Position cover on jig pins and
shaft shaft
Get handle transfer to left
hand
Hold handle upside down Using index finger tip pick up
one greased o-ring
Insert o-rinz in handle cavity
Invert handle and place on Wipe grease from finger tip
shaft, handle toward operator
Help left hand position handle
Get screw cover and S0031 a
screw from bins
Hold screw cover Insert screw through hole in
screw cover
Insert cover and screw in Reach for, grasp, and bring air
handle and shaft driver to work
Steadv screw in handle Position driver tip
Release screw Drive screw
Release and return air driver
Position screw cover cap over Pick up mallet
screw
Hold cover down Tao cover shut
Flip assembly over and Flip assembly over and
oosition on back of fixture oosition on back of fixture
Get one sao 108 screw
Reach for, grasp, and bring air
driver to work
Position screw in base Position driver tip
Release screw Drive screw
Release and return air driver
Pick up completed contact Pick up completed contact
assemblv assemblv
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(Table 3. Continued) Hold assembly Grasp and operate handle
through all positions
Position assembly on test Position assembly on test
fixture fixture
Steady assembly Operate handle through all
positions
Reset tester Remove assembly from tester
STATION THREE Place assembly on workbench
Pick UD date code labels
Hold roll of labels Pick one label from roll
Put label roll down and pick Install label inside cover
up assembly
Hold assembly Turn handle to OFF position
Place assembly in bulk pack
carton
5.0 Work Methods and Layout Analysis
Early during method analysis, we believed that a few of our recommendations, which
would be simple to implement, would necessitate a simple simulation of the A14DX599U
assembly process elements. Carolyn using SIMAN or Bonnie using a much newer software,
EXTEND, recently installed at SFC, would have performed modeling and simulation analysis.
The simulation would have encompassed both the present assembly times and the improved
method times with an emphasis on cost cutting. Our estimates of quick-fix process improvement
labor times show a very small margin difference on the highest volume style of Department 39
(Table 4.). Therefore, we decided to invest our time on other elements of the project. We
estimate that it would require at least 20 hours to perform a meaningful simulation.
Table 4. Estimated margin improvement with quick-fix layout changes
MARGIN COMPARISONS (Margin. xis ): Profit Marzin of Current Time Study
Present layout 41.32%
Present layout with station # 1 workbench shift 41.73%
Present layout with above workbench shift and an
additional fixture for adding rivets to base 41.94%
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Other recommendations for workstation layout would require rearrangement, and,
perhaps, rebuilding ofthe test stand and orientation of its pass/faillights; a major shift of the
rivet machine and/or the workbench on which it is fixed; a new component bin system and
arrangement that would utilize both hands more evenly during assembly; and a few revised or
new component storage fixtures or racks. Each of these recommendations, if implemented,
would reduce production time significantly. Building a simulated model that incorporates the
recommendations would guarantee the cost-effectiveness of the change, but we are confident that
our recommendations would indeed improve the production rate significantly if implemented.
Since the line will be "down" for the move to Iowa, some ofthe equipment changes could be
requisitioned now. However, it would perhaps be prudent to model and simulate our
recommended layout for verification.
5.1 Station One Recommendations
• Shift the rivet machine to the operator's left on the station 1 workbench.
Result: Move time between stations would be reduced assuming a one-operator celL
• Place rivet and finger bins on left side of station to eliminate the transfer of these components
from the grasping right hand to the holding left hand.
Result: Grasp and hold rivets and fingers with left hand and then install in base with
right hand.
• Place grease on right side of rivet machine.
Result: Eliminate reach across rivet machine. Shorten reach to grasp paintbrush.
• Drill hole in base fixture on rivet table to allow easier positioning of fixture on rivet table.
Alternatively, have a stationary fixture built.
Result: Decreased time to position fixture for riveting fingers to base.
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5.2 Station Two Recommendations
• Repair or rebuild the e-ring dispenser and/or replace the e-ring tool. This is a critical element
and the variability is increasing the time of this element two-fold (from 9 seconds to an
average of 12 seconds with a maximum of 17.13 seconds).
Result: Diminished variability in element time. Fewer futile attempts to grab an e-ring
for installation on the shaft.
• Rearrange parts bins for assembly to promote hand use balance (Figure 10.).
Result: Assembly element times can be shortened by an estimate of 10% through better
utilization of both hands.
• Placement of tester behind test fixture will allow for placement of bins on both sides of the
assembly fixture, thus promoting better bimanual utilization (Barnes, p. 173).
Result: Easier access to parts bins for operator.
• The air driver balancer needs to be properly located for optimal use. Currently the operator
must grab and position the driver by pulling the top of the driver forward against the action
of the balancer. This action required considerable effort in our trials. When the driver was
properly positioned vertically the incidence of "misdriven" screws decreased dramatically.
Result: Less operator wrist, forearm, and shoulder fatigue. Fewer "misdriven" screws.
• Create definite locations for required tools (plastic mallet, e-ring tool, pocketknife, and flat
blade screwdriver).
Result: Remove tool bin clutter from station and make tools more easily accessible.
• Consider removing or relocating the swing arm lamp from the station. If it is not utilized on
some other style of switch built in the work cell remove the lamp. If used in some other

















5.3 Station Three Recommendations
• Move tape dispenser toward outer end of station three workbench and move small table
toward station two-station three comer.
Result: Less reaching over small table by operator when building cartons and inserts:
diminished operator fatigue, improved ergonomics, and decreased injury potential due to
repetitive strain and excessive reaching.
• Design a holder for the carton liners, which would allow storage of 15 to 20 liners in the
station at one time. (Sufficient quantity for completing an order of 500 switches.) Present
station two configuration allows for only enough liners for two cartons of product to be
stored at a time. Holders for partition components might also be incorporated.
Result: Travel time reduced. Fewer trips by operator to the corrugated storage area six
feet from work cell.
6.0 Recommended Assembly Sequence With Improved Layout
Recommended station layout and assembly procedures follow in sections 6.1,6.2, and
6.3. The illustration of Figure 9., which follows section 5.1 depicts the recommended changes to
station two and can be referenced in section 6.1. Likewise, the illustration of Figure 10., which
follows section 5.2 depicts the recommended changes to station two and can be referenced in
section 6.2.
6.1 Station One Sequence
The move of the rivet machine from the far right end of the workbench to a more central
position, will allow for the grease and bases to be located more conveniently on the right-hand
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side of the machine (Figure 9.). The operator win have less reach down to get the base and will
not be reaching across the rivet machine to get the paint brush. The rivets and fingers should be
placed on the left-hand side of the rivet machine. This will promote ease of bimanual assembly.
• 'While the operator is grabbing one base with the right hand, the left hand can be reaching
toward the left side of the work area to pick up a quantity of rivets.
• As the base is placed on the workbench, the thumb and first finger of the left hand can be
prepositioning the first rivet for transfer to the right hand and installation in the base.
• Once ali six rivets are in place, the right hand can grasp the fixture/jig and place it over the
base.
• While the left hand supports the base, the right can rotate the jig and simultaneously move it
toward the rivet machine table. This places both hands on the jig/base, which should
promote easier positioning of the jig on the machine table.
• Reach with the left hand and get fingers from the bin. As the left thumb and forefinger
preposition each of six fingers, the right hand will take and install the fingers on the base
subassembly
• Operate rivet machine by placing both hands on the respective control actuators.
• Remove base from jig with left hand.
• Grasp paint brush with right hand and apply grease to inside of fingers, rotating the base sub-
assembly as fingers are greased.
• Return brush to grease container.
• Move to station two.
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6.2 Station Two Sequence
Reconfiguration will promote bimanual assembly. Improved layout and assembly














• On arrival at station two, the base sub-assembly is placed on the station fixture with the
molded arrow pointing away from the operator.
• The right hand reaches for and grasps the e-ring tool while the left hand reaches for and
grasps a shaft.
• The left hand places the shaft horizontally on the workbench surface on the right side of the
station fixture. The left hand then supports the e-ring holder base while the e-ring tool is
used to extract one e-ring from the bottom of the stack of rings. The left hand then returns to
the shaft and steadies the shaft while the e-ring is installed by the right hand using the e-ring
tool. A second e-ring is obtained in like manner and installed onto the shaft.
• With both e-rings installed on the shaft the left hand picks up the shaft while the right returns
the e-ring tool to it's storage location. The shaft is inserted into the base sub-assembly with
the left hand.
• The right hand now grasps, in order, a rotor cover and a rotor. The rotor cover should be
held in the palm (back) ofthe hand while the rotor is grasped with the right hand fingers. At
the same time the left hand should grasp two rotor contacts from their bin.
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• Both hands are then brought together near the fixture and the rotor is held by the right hand
fingers while the left hand positions the rotor contacts in the rotor. The rotor cap is now
allowed to move forward in the right hand and is grasped by the left hand fingers. When
properly aligned, the rotor cap is snapped into place on the rotor/contact sub-assembly.
• The rotor sub-assembly is then installed, observing proper orientation, on the shaft of the
assembly.
• Operator now reaches to the right and picks up one cover from the bin. While bringing the
cover back to the fixture, the cover is positioned so that the molded words are right side up.
Both hands should be used to position the cover over the fixture pins and onto the shaft of the
assembly.
• The left hand now reaches for one handle while the right index finger tip picks one greased
o-nng. While adhering to the right index finger tip the o-ring is inserted into the handle
cavity. While the grease is wiped from the finger on a disposable towel on the right side of
the fixture, the handle is inverted and placed over the shaft end with the end of the handle
toward the operator.
• Left hand now reaches for a screw cover while the right hand reaches for one S0031 0 screw.
The screw is inserted through the hole in the cover and positioned into the hole in the handle
and shaft with the left hand.
• Right hand now reaches for the air driver while the left hand supports the screw and cap.
The air driver is positioned in the slot of the screw and the left hand is removed from the
screw. Screw is then driven.
• After air driver is released, the left hand fingers position the cap portion of the cover over the
screw and with the mallet, which was grasped by the right hand, tap the cover shut. If cap is
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not tight to the handle, the cover must be pried open and the screw retightened. If, after the
retightening, the cover remains loose, the screw is completely removed, replaced, and
redriven.
• The assembly is now flipped over to the back ofthe fixture and positioned. Left hand now
reaches for a S00108 screw (brass) and positions it through the hole in the base and into the
shaft. Right hand simultaneously grasps and positions air driver. Screw is driven. Driver is
released.
• Completed contact assembly is now grasped with both hands, removed from the fixture and
the handle is operated through all positions several times prior to placing the assembly on the
test fixture. Once on the testing fixture, the handle is cycled through all three positions once
again and if the assembly tests "good" it is removed from the tester, the tester is reset by
depressing the "reset" button, and the assembly is moved to station three where it will be
labeled and packed.
• In the event that the assembly does not test "good", the assembly is removed from the tester,
the tester is reset, and the handle is again cycled through all three positions before replacing
the assembly on the testing fixture. If, after a second attempt the assembly still does not test
"good", it should be reworked with orientations of all components verified prior to re-
assembly.
• Once the assembly has tested "good", it is removed from the testing fixture with the right
hand while left hand resets tester.
• Move to station three.
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6.3 Station Three Sequence
Move tape dispenser to outer end of workbench. Add holders for liners and partitions.
Operator will not be leaning forward or to the side over cartons to reach for tape, labels,
partitions, liners. Reduce number of trips to corrugated storage area.
• The right hand sets the assembly at the middle of station three as the operator moves to
station three.
• The left hand reaches for and picks up the roll of date code labels. One label is removed
from the roll by the right fingers and installed on the inner surface of the flange of the cover,
which has been picked up by the left hand once the roll of labels was set down.
• The handle of the assembly is now placed in the off position and the assembly is placed into
a carton, which is sitting on the small table at the left end of the station.
• Once a carton has been filled and the last liner inserted, the operator moves to the end of
station three where lengths of tape are obtained from the tape machine and the carton is
sealed. The cartons are then labeled and stacked on a skid, which should sit at the end of and
behind the station three workbench.
Table 5. Proposed LHIRH Sequence of Operations
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND
STATION Get rivets from bin Pick up base and place on work
ONE bench
Use thumb and forefinger to Transfer rivet to right hand and
preposition rivetX6 install on base X 6
Grasp jig and place over base
Support base Rotate jig and move toward rivet
machine table
Position jig on rivet machine table Position jig on rivet machine table
Get fingers from bin
Use thumb and forefinger to Transfer finger to right hand and
preposition rivet X6 install on base X6
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(Table 5. Place hand on control actuator Place hand on control actuator
continued)
Remove base from jig Grasp paint brush
Hold and rotate base Apply grease to inside of fingers
Return brush to grease container
STATION Position base on jig Position base on jig
TWO
Grasp and bring a shaft to the Pick up e-ring tool
workbench. Lay shaft on workbench.
Steady e-ring holder Extract one e-ring from holder
Hold shaft horizontal on bench top Install e-ring
Steady e-ring holder Extract one e-ring from holder
Hold shaft horizontal on bench top Install e-ring
Pick up shaft Return e-ring tool to its storage
location
Insert shaft into base sub-assembly
Grasp two contacts from bin Grasp, in order, rotor cover and
rotor (keep cover in back of hand)
Position contacts in rotor Hold rotor and cap
Pick up rotor cap from right hand Hold rotor and contact sub-
assembly
Align and install rotor cap Hold sub-assembly
Install rotor sub-assembly on shaft Install rotor sub-assembly on
shaft
Get cover from bin, orient words
up
Position cover on jig pins and shaft Position cover on jig pins and
shaft
Get handle Using index finger tip pick up one
greased o-ring
Hold handle upside down Insert o-ring in handle cavity
Invert handle and place on shaft, Wipe grease from finger tip
handle toward operator
Get one screw cover Get one S0031 0 screw
Hold screw cover Insert screw through hole in screw
cover
Insert cover and screw in handle Reach for, grasp, and bring air
and shaft driver to work
Insert cover and screw in handle Reach for, grasp, and bring air
and shaft driver to work
Steady screw in handle Position driver tip
Release screw Drive screw
Release and return air driver
Position screw cover cap over Pick up mallet
screw
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I (Table 5. Hold cover down I Tap cover shut
I continued)
Flip assembly over and position on Flip assembly over and position
back of fixture on back of fixture
Get one SOO108 screw Reach for, grasp, and bring air
driver to work
Position screw in base Position driver tip
Release screw Drive screw
Release and return air driver
Pick up completed contact Pick up completed contact
assembly assembly
Hold assembly Grasp and operate handle through
all positions
Position assemblv on test fixture Position assembly on test fixture
I Steady assembly I Operate handle through all
positions
Reset tester Remove assembly from tester
STATION Place assembly on workbench
I THREE I
Pick UP date code labels Pick one label from roll
I I Put label roll down and pick up Install label inside coverassembly
Hold assemblv Tum handle to OFF position
Place assembly in bulk pack carton
NOTE: BOLD typeface indicates that hand is functioning as a holder or in place of a jig.
7.0 Conclusion
Earlier in the project semester, we discussed a need for visual work instructions for the
A 14DX599U with Dale Bortner, Batavia Plant Manager. He recommended requesting the
assistance of Mitch Pietraszek, Batavia Quality Manager, and the use ofa digital camera
monitored by Mitch. The desired work instructions would be used for training purposes with
respect to the transfer of the operation to Osceola. However, the existing format for pictorial
work instructions is a small part of a much larger Process Control Plan (PCP) which is not
needed in Department 39 at this time because ofthe relatively low volume of the individual
product styles. The PCP format involves much preparation at a significant amount of time and
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cost. However, the detailed procedures of sections 4 of this report, as well as the several illustrations,
should provide ample instruction for the transfer of the Line 50 workstations to Osceola.
We recommend reconfiguring the workstations according to our recommendations of
sections 5 and 6 of this report. Bringing the components closer to the "hub" of the assembly areas
will reduce the reach span of the operator and will better utilize both hands in the Ace Labs switch
assembly. A Table 3. and Table 5. comparison shows that the number of work elements decreased
significantly from the existing sequence of operations to the proposed sequence. These changes
suggest a probable reduction in factory cost via reduced labor cost, and they will reduce the
ergonomic risk, due to the present extended reach for some components, of Al4DX599U production.
Project output includes an in-depth analysis of, and cost reduction recommendations,
production time standards, and contribution margin projections for the high-volume Ace Labs'
maintained drum controller. Also included in our project output are labor cost and margin analyses
of the 15, C1188, 58R44, and the 54BB23FB switches; two easy-to-use analysis spreadsheets; and
the algorithm for further analyses within Department 39 and, perhaps, elsewhere within SFC.
Certain steps undertook while developing a useful algorithm will not be needed in further analyses.
Therefore, the procedures were simplified to what is the lowest common denominator for the
algorithm, which was designed to assist the PCC Business Team Drum Controller Focus Group.
Manufacturing cost analysis for an individual product can be achieved in a week, or perhaps less, for
a product similar in scope to the A14DX599U drum controller.
The use of the algorithm could extend beyond the confines of SFC with the adjustment of
company or organization specific resources and practices. This independent study has been an
invaluable learning tool, which will be referenced much in the years (i.e. assignments) to come.
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Glossary of SFC Terminology
Factory burden:
Manufacturing overhead related to all product costs not related to direct material cost;
Period costs such as selling and administrative costs are not included.
Finger:
A stationary bronze contact, which is a component ofthe A14DX599U and other
switches
Maintained:
An adjective describing a switch which utilizes a latch mechanism, or the like, to
complete a circuit (operate) on activation and until the switch is "unlatched"
Margin:
The profit margin associated with managerial accounting procedures, which is known as
contribution margin
Material burden:
Manufacturing overhead related to but not including all direct material costs for a
product, including material handling; no period costs included here either
Momentary:
An adjective describing a switch, which utilizes a spring mechanism, or the like, to
complete a circuit (operate) on activation only
Style:
The word SFC uses to signify a product model or derivation of a product;
i.e. A14DX599U, J5, WR44, et cetera
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Furnas Catalog, p. At7
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Drum Controllers
, • Reversing• Two Speed, Two Speed Reversing• Special Applications
APPLICATION• Rated to 10 Hp 600V
• Easy Terminal Access
• Heavy Duty Contacts
• Choice of Handles
• Variety of Mounting Accessories
• Variety of Enclosures
NEMA 1, NEMA 4, NEMA 7 & 9
• UL Listed E10590
• CSA Certified LR6535
The simple yet rugged con-
struction of Furnas drum
controllers make these ideal






Drum controllers start, stop
and change the speed
and/or rotating direction of
reversible AC and DC elec-
tric motors.
Most controllers are avail-
able in NEMA 1 or NEMA 4
enclosures. The EJ5 is suit-
ed for NEMA 7 & 9 Class 1,
Group C & D, Class II Group
E, F &G.
The Compact A Series of
controllers offers Reversing,
Two Speed and Two Speed
Reversing controls in NEMA
1 enclosures for applica-


















• A variety of handle styles
are available as Factory or
Field Modifications, to facil-
itate a gloved or palm hand
operation.









































































































































































ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors Resource Names
1 Form Teams 1d Mon 1/11/99 Mon 1/11/99 IENG495,Dr.
I Motavalli
r 2 Choose Project Location 7d Mon 1/11/99 Tue 1/19/99
3 Identify Project Objective 6d Wed 1/20/99 Wed 1/27/99 2 John Deeter,Dale
I Bortner,Dudley
I 4 Pick styles for study 1d Thu 1/28/99 Thu 1/28/99 3 Dale Bortner,Karen
Walls,Robert Fugiel
I
5 Professor visit site 1d Thu 1/28/99 Thu 1/28/99 2 Dr. Motavalli,J.
Deeter,D. Bortner,R.
r 6 Prints and Work Instructions 1d Fri 1/29/99 Fri 1/29/99 4 Print Room
I
7 Time Standards 10d Fri 1/29/99 Thu 2/11/99 4 Diane Andersen,lhor
Chorney
8 Single Level Bill of 8d Fri 1/29/99 Tue 2/9199 4 Mainframe,and Ruth
Material/Build per Schedule Dortch
I
9 Data Collection - methods 20d Mon 2/1/99 Fri 2/26/99 4
observation
10 Indented Explosion of 12d Mon 2/1199 Tue 2/16/99 4 Dale Johnson
Standard Cost
I
11 PCC Meeting 1d Tue 2/2199 Tue 2/2/99 P. Traut,D. Sook,R.
Fugiel,T. Wiliiams,D.
12 Material & Factory Burden 25d Mon 2/8/99 Fri 3/12/99 Dale Johnson
Components
I
13 Written Proposal/Oral 5d Fri 2/12/99 Thu 2/18/99 3,4,6,7,8
Presentation
14 Preliminary Time Studies 13d Fri 2/12/99 Tue 3/2199 3,4,6,7,8
I 15 Class Progress Report 1d Mon 2/15/99 Mon 2/15/99
16 Class Progress Report 1d Mon 3/1199 Mon 3/1/99 15
I
17 Fabrication Labor & Set up 5d Mon 3/1/99 Fri 3/5/99 9 Tom Pitts,Neal
Verification Cook,Diane
18 Time Study (A14DX599U) 1d Tue 3/2/99 Tue 3/2/99
I
r 19 Analyze Time Study Data and 18d Mon 3/15/99 Wed 4/7199 14,12
Methods Analysis
20 SFC & Class Progress 1d Mon 3/15/99 Mon 3/15/99 16
I Report
I 21 Class Progress Report 1d Thu 4/1199 Thu 4/1/99 17 I
I22 Rough Draft Final Report 8d Tue 4/6/99 Thu 4/15/99
I
! 23 Margin analysis 10d Thu 4/8199 Wed 4/21/99 10,19,18
r
24 Organize and Practice Final 5d Tue 4/13/99 Mon 4/19/99
Oral Presentation
I 25 Class Progress Report 1d Thu 4/15/99 Thu 4/15/99 21
I
26 Final Written Report 9d Tue 4/20/99 Fri 4/30/99 22




2 Choose Project Location
3 Identify Project Objective
4 Pick styles for study
5 Professor visit site
6 Prints and Work Instructions
7 Time Standards
8 Single Level Bill of
Material/Build per Schedule
9 Data Collection - methods
observation
10 Indented Explosion of
Standard Cost
11 PCC Meeting




14 Preliminary Time Studies
15 Class Progress Report
16 Class Progress Report
17 Fabrication Labor & Set up
Verification
18 Time Study (A14DX599U)
19 Analyze Time Study Data and
Methods Analysis
20 SFC & Class Progress
~eport
21 Class Progress Report
22 Rough Draft Final Report
23 Margin analysis
24 Organize and Practice Final
Oral Presentation
25 Class Progress Report
26 Final Written Report
27 Final Oral Presentation
Project Gantt Chart
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Siemens & Furnas Controls
Project: Project Gantt Chart
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10 Task Name Duration Early Start Early Finish Predecessors Resource Names1 RECEIVE REQUEST FROM PCC 1h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 PCC Business Team DrumTEAM MEETING
Centroller Focus Group
2 REQUEST INDENTED 0.25h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 1 MANAGER COSTEXPLOSION FROM FINANCE
ACCOUNTING
3 REQUEST BUILD PER 0.25h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 2 SR. PRODUCTIONSCHEDULE SHEET FROM
CONTROL COORDINATORPRODUCTION
4 ACQUIRE SINGLE LEVEL BOM 0.25h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 3 SFC Mainframe
5 VERIFY FACTORY AND 0.25h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 4 MANAGER COSTMATERIAL BURDEN RATES
ACCOUNTING
6 SCHEDULE TIME STUDY WITH 1h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 5 ASSY PRODUCTIONPROD. SUPR. AND LEAD
SUPV.; TEAM LEADEROPERATOR
7 ACQUIRE ALL STYLE 2h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 6 PRINT ROOMASSOCIATED PRINTS AND
WORK INSTRUCTIONS
8 COMPARE SINGLE LEVEL BOM 2h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 4,7LISTINGS WITH PRINT LISTINGS
9 RECEIVE BUILD PER SCHEDULE 4h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 3 SR. PRODUCTIONSHEET FROM PRODUCTION
CONTROL COORDINATOR
10 VERIFY LABOR RATES 0.25h Men 4/12/99 Men 4/12/99 B MANAGER COST
ACCOUNTING,OSCEOLA
PLANT MANAGER11 FAMILIARIZE SELF WITH 4h Men 4/12/99 Tue 4/13/99 10,4,7,BSELECTED STYLE
12 RECEIVE INDENTED Bh Men 4/12/99 Tue 4/13/99 2 MANAGER COSTEXPLOSION FROM FINANCE
ACCOUNTING
13 COMPARE BURDEN RATES OF 0.5h Tue 4/13/99 Tue 4/13/99 4,11,12SINGLE LEVEL BOM WITH IND.
EXPL.
14 PERFORM FULL ASSEMBLY Bh Tue 4/13/99 Wed 4/14/99 6,11,13 TEAM LEADERTIME STUDY
15 PERFORM METHODS ANALYSIS 12h Tue 4/13/99 Wed 4/14/99 6,11,13 ASSY PRODUCTION
SUPV.; TEAM LEADER
16 ENTER TIME STUDY DATA INTO 2h Wed 4/14/99 Thu 4/15/99 14,15ANALYSIS SPREADSHEET
17 VERIFY FABRICATION SETUP 4h Thu 4/15/99 Thu 4/15/99 12 MFG. ENG. TECH.; FAB.AND RUN TIMES
MFG. SUPV.; FAB.
PLANNER18 COMPARE ASSEMBLY & 2h Thu 4/15/99 Thu 4/15/99 14,17FABRICATION TIMES WITH IND.
EXPL.
19 COMPLETE MARGIN ANALYSIS 1h Thu 4/15/99 Thu 4/15/99 1B,5,16,10SPREADSHEET






























































































































































































































































































Siemens & Furnas Controls
Drums - Margin Analysis
Sorted by Kids
Drums Cat. ~ F98Inv,$ Fae, Cost Margin $ Me9-%.
Ib~ Q[UIDS ~id 93 Varieties
A109325U 10,203 183,544 116,236 67,308 36.7%
58R44 2,972 94,545 43,253 51,292 54.3%
WR44 2,045 134,647 100,078 34,569 25.7%
A14 1,737 45,565 18,504 27,062 59.4%
A109652U 1,440 38,160 21,286 16,874 44.2%
WR44X229 1,343 76,159 65,723 10,436 13.7%
J5 1,258 89,323 37,824 51,499 57.7%
A14D 1,200 20,388 15,210 5,178 25.4%
FJ1032~B 1,102 75,568 45,271 30,297 40.1%
J2 843 49,419 23,762 25,657 51.9%
58R44X470 775 20,482 16,136 4,346 21.2%
JV2 569 36,127 20,596 15,531 43.0%
WR109253U 562 43,299 30,430 12,869 29.7%
WJ2 487 42,582 31,702 10,880 25.6%
WJ109254U 407 39,166 27,562 11,604 29.6%
FJ103254A 404 36,069 16,346 19,724 54.7%
WJ108600 370 32,771 24,905 7,866 24.0%
WR44R 370 25,677 18,385 7,293 28.4%
58R327T 353 11,552 5,395 6,157 53.3%
JV5 298 21,344 11,143 10,201 47.8%
J2166A 257 22,483 7,989 14,494 64.5%
WJ5 254 28,916 17,015 11,902 41.2%
TT3 221 45,810 27,331 18,479 40.3%
WR327A 210 15,138 10,567 4,572 30.2%
58R327THO 200 4,224 2,905 1,319 31.2%
58R44MX372 . 160 5,840 2,456 3,384 57.9%
T3 158 21,406 15,250 6,156 28.8%
58R327S 146 4,320 2,231 2,089 48.4%
58R44S 120 4,118 1,746 2,373 57.6%
WJ2X229 104 8,100 6,819 1,281 15.8%
WR44RX372 99 6,570 4,978 1,592 24.2%
58R44R 92 3,398 1,343 2,054 60.4%
WR327AR 87 6,408 4,392 2,015 31.4%
R108928 81 3,527 2,394 1,134 32.2%
A17 74 2,149 856 1,293 60.2%
R2453 71 3,707 2,725 982 26.5%
58R109292U 70 2,499 975 1,524 61.0%
JT2 66 8,356 4,689 3,667 43.9%
WJV2 55 7,811 4,234 . 3,577 45.8%
WJ1999 54 6,689 3,629 3,060 45.7%
EJ5 50 14,774 8,331 6,442 43.6%
R4798C 50 3,003 1,963 1,040 34.6%
JED4 45 7,758 4,131 3,627 46.8%
A15 41 1,111 653 457 41.1%
JT2513 41 5,881 3,001 2,880 49.0%
J6342 38 5,665 2,027 3,638 64.2%
WJ1944 38 3,611 2,571 1,040 28.8%
J7725 35 2,542 1,115 1,427 56.1%
FR2763 31 2,283 1,104 1,179 51.6%
FR44 31 1,731 1,223 507 29.3%
• Siemens & Furnas Controls
Drums - Margin Analysis
Sorted by KJds
Drums Cat. Qt¥.. F981ny,S Fac, Cost Margin S Mr9..%
J1944 29 1,615 844 771 47.7%
JET4 27' 6,337 2,888 3,449 54.4%
A14Q 25 732 271 461 63.0%
FR109405U 25 1,465 1,026 439 30.0%
58R327R 24 624 368 256 41.0%
WJT2 21 4,083 2,275 1,808 44.3%
A16 20 586 239 347 59.2%
J1999 20 1,438 656 783 54.5%
J4880C 19 1,740 680 1,061 61.0%
JT5 19 2,179 1,399 780 35.8%
58R44M 18 759 262 497 65.5%
J6342C 14 2,406 748 1,658 68.9%
JP2 14 1,097 469 628 57.2%
R327AH2 12 575 421 155 27.0%
R5563 10 1,128 283 845 74.9%
WK108894 10 826 866 (39) -4.7%
FR44R 8 469 268 201 42.9%
WK108687 8 1,241 661 580 46.7%
A14H10 6 199 88 111 55.8%
J1944H7 6 397 190 207 52.1%
JEH4 6 1,270 642 629 49.5%
FN2 5 463 279 184 39.7%
JH2 4 375 145 229 61.1%
JP5 4 306 142 164 53.6%
WJV5 4 463 323 140 30.2%
58R44RH8 3 166 76 90 54.2%
J5H7 3 96 98 (2) -2.1%
58R327SH8 2 72 52 20 27.8%
58R44H4 2 94 42 52 55.3%
A15H7 2 90 37 53 58.9%
J7727 2 277 71 206 74.4%
N2H7 2 139 78 62 44.6%
WJT5 2 278 214 64 23.0%
58R44H7 1 51 19 32 62.7%
58R44H8 1 59 25 33 55.9%
58R44T 1 43 15 28 65.1%
EJ102911 1 437 167 270 61.8%
J5H2 1 102 34 68 66.7%
J5H9 1 102 31 71 69.6%
JED4H5 1 81 94. (13) -16.0%
WJ108332 1 212 82 131 61.8%
WJ108864 1 361 86 275 76.2%
WJP2 (1) (115) (77) (39) 33.9%
Total 32,101 1,411,533 857,967 553,572 39,2%
Grand Total 37,678 2,075,498 1,250,318 825,185 39,8%
.,
Siemens & Furnas Controls
Drums - Margin Analysis
Sorted by Kids
Drums Cat. ~ F981ny.S Fac. Cost Margin S MrsJ...%
The Rotary Switch Kid 92 Varieties
54BB23FB 648 51,547 46,001 5,546 10.8%
54BB23FC 266 30,611 19,754 10,857 35.5%
54BB23EB 197 28,772 14,436 14,337 49.8%
54BB23EC 160 23,801 12,156 11,645 48.9%
54EB33FC 156 17,287 13,657 3,630 21.0%
54BB43FD 139 24,826 14,304 10,522 42.4%
54BB23FD 134 13,787 9,945 3,842 27.9%
54BB23EE 122 18,750 9,150 9,600 51.2%
54BB23EDNK 115 9,791 8,796 995 10.2%
54BB73FD 99 14,062 8,489 5,572 39.6%
54BBGB 99 4,192 1,464 2,728 65.1%
54BB23FCL 89 10,980 6,732 4,248 38.7%
54BB23FE 78 8,674 5,717 2,957 34.1%
54BB43FB 76 13,535 7,333 6,202 45.8%
54EB33EB 70 8,946 6,028 2,918 32.6%
54EB23EB 69 6,608 4,970 1,638 24.8%
54BB23ED 68 9,435 5,202 4,233 44.9%
54EB23EDL 62 4,844 4,694 150 3.1%
54BB23ECNK 61 4,246 4,633 (387) -9.1%
54BB23EBNK 59 3,991 4,323 (332) -8.3%
54BB23FEL 39 3,932 2,888 1,044 26.6%
54BB33FCL 39 5,587 3,434 2,153 38.5%
54BB73FE 37 6,316 3,117 3,199 50.6%
54BB23EENK 31 2,350 2,325 25 1.1%
54BB33FC 25 4,377 2,197 2,180 49.8%
54BB23FBL 24 2,545 1,736 809 31.8%
54BB43FC 24 4,090 2,353 1,737 42.5%
54BB23FCNK 17 1,228 1,262 (35) -2.9%
54EB23ECNK 16 1,255 1,201 53 4.2%
54EBGB 16 435 224 211 48.5%
54BB23EEL 15 2,519 1,128 1,392 55.3%
54BB23FDL 15 2,096 1,133 963 45.9%
54BB43EENK 14 1,946 1,468 478 24.6%
54EB23EBNK 14 1,035 1,018 17 1.6%
54BB73HE 13 6,561 2,904 3,656 55.7%
54BB43FE 12 2,356 1,172 1,184 50.3%
54BB33FDL 10 2,148 892 1,256 58.5%
54BB43EBNK 10 1,242 976 266 21.4%
54BB43ECNK 10 1,085 1,008 . 76 7.0%
54BB23EFNK 9 529 979 (449) -84.9%
54BB43FBL 9 1,750 870 880 50.3%
54EB23EDNK 9 747 680 68 9.1%
54BB23FENK 8 556 591 (35) -6.3%
54BB23HB 8 3,154 1,694 1,461 46.3%
54EB23FC 8 1,187 597 590 49.7%
54BB33FD 7 803 623 179 22.3%
54BB43FCL 7 1,361 686 674 49.5%
54BB73FB 7 805 578 227 28.2%
54BB23FBNK 6 451 433 19 4.2%
'>4RR11J=J= 6 893 521 372 41.7%
Siemens & Furnas Controls
Drums - Margin Analysis
Sorted by Kids
Drums Cat. ~ F98Iny.$ Fac. Cost Margin $ Mr9-%
54BB33FEL 6 1,289 516 773 60.0%
54BB43EDNK 6 726 624 102 14.0%
54BB43EFNK 6 864 816 48 5.6%
54EB43EBNK 6 873 581 292 33.4%
54BB33EB 5 613 427 186 30.3%
54BB43EB 5 1,458 488 970 66.5%
54BB43EC 5 1,299 510 789 60.7%
54BB23EELNK 4 341 301 40 11.7%
54BB43EE 4 1,203 424 779 64.8%
54BB73EE 4 591 342 250 42.3%
54EB23EE 4 385 300 85 22.1%
54BB108658 3 674 314 360 53.4%
54BB23ECLNK 3 255 228 27 10.6%
54BB23EDL 3 504 230 274 54.4%
54BB23HC 3 969 643 326 33.6%
54BB23HD 3 1,168 645 523 44.8%
54BB33FB 3 446 239 206 46.2%
54BB73EB 3 251 255 (4) -1.6%
54EB23FB 3 347 215 132 38.0%
54EB23HDL 3 825 646 180 21.8%
54EB73FE 3 527 254 274 52.0%
54BB33EC 2 469 182 287 61.2%
54BB33FE 2 363 183 181 49.9%
54BB43HD 2 1,060 485 575 54.2%
54BB73ED 2 391 174 217 55.5%
54BBGD 2 180 42 138 76.7%
54BB23ECL 1 116 76 40 34.5%
54BB23HE 1 410 213 197 48.0%
54BB23HEL 1 267 213 54 20.2%
54BB33ED 1 225 90 135 60.0%
54BB33EEL 1 234 87 147 62.8%
54BB33FBL 1 215 80 135 62.8%
54BB73HD 1 437 225 213 48.7%
54EB23EC 1 150 75 75 50.0%
54EB23EENK 1 56 75 (19) -33.9%
54EB23EFNK 1 85 103 (18) -21.2%
54EB23FCNK 1 75 75 0.0%
54EB23FD 1 148 75 73 49.3%
54EB23FE 1 148 74 75 50.7%
54EB43EDL 1 301 102 . 198 65.8%
54EB43EE 1 179 97 82 45.8%
54EBGD 1 135 20 115 85.2%
Total 3,343 395,276 260,216 135,063 34.2%
Siemens & Furnas Controls £JI/
Drums - Margin Analysis
s·e~cISorted by Kids VA·~~ rJ-t.,
Drums Cat. ~ F98Inv,$ Fac, Cost Margin $ MrsL%
Ib~ Ma~t~[Swit~b Kid 48 Varieties
C1188 158 47,725 22,060 25,665 53.8%
C2060 57 17,396 7,723 9,673 55.6%
C3258 56 11,750 8,514 3,235 27.5%
C5026 53 3,682 2,618 1,064 28.9%
C7594 40 2,088 2,088 0.0%
C4130 38 15,932 5,220 10,712 67.2%
C73188 25 1,339 1,339 0.0%
C1950 23 7,231 3,112 4,119 57.0%
C3325 23 10,541 3,890 6,651 63.1%
C5027 22 1,593 1,505 87 5.5%
C2123 13 2,365 1,686 679 28.7%
C3258A 11 4,951 1,813 3,138 63.4%
C2268 7 2,563 1,040 1,522 59.4%
C4363 7 3,090 1,026 2,064 66.8%
C104213 6 3,038 933 2,105 69.3%
C2540 6 1,185 842 343 28.9%
C3677 6 3,679 1,224 2,455 66.7%
C105622 5 3,359 897 2,463 73.3%
C107453 5 2,088 909 1,179 56.5%
C3331 5 1,914 690 1,224 63.9%
C109195 4 1,906 559 1,347 70.7%
C11888 4 2,500 859 1,641 65.6%
C2495A 4 1,766 564 1,202 68.1%
C3792 4 1,622 769 853 52.6%
C106636 3 283 739 (456) -161.1%
C107353 3 1,460 395 1,065 72.9%
C107498 3 734 581 153 20.8%
C3267 3 1,004 426 578 57.6%
C3330 3 856 380 476 55.6%
C109698U 2 1,198 398 800 66.8%
C3235 2 828 321 507 61.2%
C3281 2 633 321 312 49.3%
C3713 2 251 251 0.0%
C104081 1 527 190 337 63.9%
C104161 1 551 167 384 69.7%
C106883 1 531 154 377 71.0%
C108133 1 427 264 163 38.2%
C108223 1 173 173 0.0%
C108828 1 380 154· 226 59.5%
C109000 1 387 181 206 53.2%
C109697U 1 478 205 273 57.1%
C20608 1 239 202 36 15.1%
C21238 1 570 288 282 49.5%
C2138 1 449 142 307 68.4%
C2542 1 325 140 185 56.9%
C2668 1 430 157 273 63.5%
C3281A 1 424 174 250 59.0%
C3425 1 127 145 (19) -15.0%
Total 620 168,568 78,428 90,136 53,5%
t?\ak~
Siemens & Furnas Controls
Drums - Margin Analysis
Sorted by Kids
Drums Cat. ~ F98Iny.$ Fac. Cost Margin $ .Mr9..%
Ibe EQQtSwit~b Kid 10 Varieties
X1873G 929 33,596 14,383 19,212 57.2%
X2158AG 170 9,438 3,302 6,136 65.0%
X267AG 165 21,253 14,327 6,925 32.6%
XJ2G 100 15,918 9,461 6,457 40.6%
X1997G 93 5,101 3,624 1,477 29.0%
X153G 72 8,106 4,769 3,338 41.2%
X2039G 49 2,597 1,652 946 36.4%
X2168AG 19 1,131 657 474 41.9%
XJ5G 15 2,825 1,468 1,357 48.0%
X2036AG 2 156 64 92 59.0%




A109325U Drum Controller (converting to A14DX599U)
! : ii' • : [AVERAGE [TOTAL . 113.842, I-- -- - --- -~ ---- ---+------ - -1--- -. ------~-------'--------c--'- _ -~----~------ ---~- --- _I I
! ; !(without shafUe-ring assy) 1 Average time for one assy = ,110292:
MTM e~ringsto-shaft est im'ate =- :--12-:791seCJassy- -1 (MarY) Eoogh tim-eof 2 e-rings-to-shaft=--' 9. 19; ,----,--- ---------'-------l-----L----I------r_~_ -- -- _
iii i [Seconds per assy (incl. shaft assy) =: 119.482 I-------l-- --- ----- - - -- - - ~-------~---__+ ---1 -----1- -------- ----- - .••• ~ •••••••••••••-H
I iii i ! I j Seconds per 500 = , I 597411!-- .._-- -1-- ..--- ---._-._-- - ..-----------4-_ -_ ..+ . .. 1. ---.-----i __._~ ___+___-,._- +- ...----+- , ~_._ ... ..__ ..__ +__ . . +__.'_._,_._.
I ! iii i I Seconds per 1000 = I • 1194821!- ---- ---- ,.--_...----._-------------------.----L-.--- ---1----.. .~.-'-------'-.--.-.-, ..-----t,-.--~_+ ..---- ..___+_._-._---.-.,--. .-----------t-- ...----- ...-i-- ..---- ..--4
- ------ __ l lHo~.s per~ssy = .lQ.0332-i- __ lflllin.t-!tes..eerassX-=-__ j__ ....jJ~~~?_·~_U
--- -- -- --L---J!-'o~r~.I"..?JJQ..= L1.§~9~L LMinutes~e-'"-5Q()_=_ L L995.6~H
-- ------ ,.iHoursper1000= 133.1891 I Minutesper1 000 = : _ 11991.371)
- i---- =-- -~--:-=-::-:-=-J:::_ -l .·-~i--L---=r===L__==[-==I-~__-=-~-=--jT
age
A10932SU Drum Controller (converting to A14DXS99U)
ax range = ! 1 i j , i I j IAVERAGEiTOTAL 117.03S41- r- -- - -.--.---t-- -t-- --~-- --.- -.---'---.-._..-.--.----. -. "---- ' +-- +1
--- - - - - _L __ 1 ~ithoutshafUe-ri~assyL __ l~verag~imefor~n~assy=_--, 1140221
MTM e-rings to shaft estimate = 1 12.7~ec.lassy jQv1ary) :rough time of 2 e-rings to shaft = I 12!
- :- --- - -- --j - - ;--- - I ---1-- - 1Seconds-per assy (Inc!. shaftassy) = -!- - - 126.022
-1- -- - - --- ---,-- -1- -- ---L __ ...L= __ • -- -- ~ .•••• -_.-......fl
I ,i I ' I I :Seconds per SOO=! I 63011 !--!---- ------+- -----1-----, -- --+------ ~.---,-------- '-- +____, "-"-1-
i I I : • I I 1Seconds per 1000 =! ! 1260221-----..--!----.-.-------.----~, -··-·-~--··----+--,,·----,~·-·-·--~--.~------I-_._ ..-------+-- ...-. .. ~ . . . _. .__ .._-I--- __ . .-+--- ~
- - .--_---L __ lljours pe~ssy ~ --.J.Jl.:~~ __ ~~nutes pe~ssY-=- __ L 1~.1 00367
1
: . ". .!. [Hours per SOO=1. I 17.SI.. IMinutes per SOO=. . I '. I 10S0.183)-= i=:',=. -_J__- ~IHoL;rsPef1000 =--1 3S.01T --"[Minutes-per1000 =--T- - :2100.3671
-~- - ----l---l---L_~=- __L==-l._ =-L--=-J-=---T-=-=~~----=-=-L-==-.J
I 'I Ii' I
Time Analysis Template ' I I ! • i ' i
--------- -------~--- ------j.--".---------l----------------t--------+------ ..--+--.----.-r- -'--+-._---,-----+- --------1"
Product: A10932SU I i I : ii, ' . : i.---.-----.---,- --.-+-----+---- r--·----I--·----r=·------·--~-·-------_f--- ._.+- __ .__
Description: , i ! ; I [Time units: seconds (UON)! i- ..- -·-·-·-··--·I-----,··-··--+·-----,--·..l....··--I-_· __ · .._ ..__--.1.. +_._._.
Partial/Full Product: I I I : ! iColumn times cumulative (UON) i--.-.------'- ...----~ ..r-- -----r------------f-------,----------+----------r-::----.--. ..__ -'--._- ----------- ...l---------'--~.:_----.---.--
Operator: Mary ii, : i !UON = unless otherwise noted! : SO
A109325U Drum Controller (converting to A14DX599U)


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































For Ace Boat Hoists
Class 58
Cat No A109325U (MAINTAINED)
Cat No A109652U (MOMENTARY)











<; <, ....." '..... '11!"
•••• ••••••••••••• ....,... _ •••••#'





The Class 58 reversing drum switch is intended for use with
Ace Labs Boat Hoists. It is rated NEMA 3R and is UL listed for
use in outdoor applications. The body of the switch is made of
engineering thermoplastic, which resists degradation under
environmental conditions like ultraviolet radiation from the sun
or exposure to salt water. The metal parts of the switch are
made of brass/copper alloys or stainless steel. This design
provides for long life in boat hoist applications, when the





To avoid electrical shock or burn, turn off




1. There is an C-ring gasket (017167030) between the case
and cover of the switch. This C-ring must be installed around
the square part of the cover of the switch
(074787001) and must match up with the lip cut into the
case of the switch (074755001: MAINTAINEO, 074755002:
MOMENTARY) (Figure 1).
NOTE: If this gasket is not properly installed the switch will
not maintain its NEMA 3R classification.
2. The 2 brass nuts (C) (800119805) should be inserted into
the recesses on the back side of the switch and the two
screws (A) (888504508) with the washers (800137812)
installed, should be inserted through the holes in the cover
and tightened to 10 Ib-in. (Figure 1).
3. An insulating cap covers the handle screw. (Figure 4). The
drum switch must not be operated if this cap is not in place.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER:
























COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
I
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ - $ - $ - $ -
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ - $ - $ -
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 *FY 98 INVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) #O/VlO! 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION #O/VlO! #0 IV/O!
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ - #O/VlO! #OIVlO!
NOTES:
Margin Template 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: A109325U
_*~PR~O~D~U~C~T~NA~M~EnY~~PE~:~A~C~E~LA~B~S~MA~I~N~T.~(~O~LD~)~*ENTERINFORMAT~
*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 4-13-99 INTO CELLS MARKED




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTAL DlFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 835.24 $ 505.21 $ 330.03 $ 1,415.83
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 2,747.94 $ 1,662.14 $ 1,085.80
PERCENT OF TOTAL
STANDARD LABOR COST 77.41% 46.82% 30.59%
MARGIN
FACTORY FY98
SUMMARY: COST/1000 FY 98 INVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
"JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 11,392.34 $ 17,989.22 36.67% °*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 10,264.86 $ 17,989.22 42.94% 6.27%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 8,849.03 $ 17,989.22 50.81% 14.14%
NOTES: This style has been replaced by style A 14DX599U as of 3-15-99
Margin A109325U 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: A 14DX599U
_*P~R~O~D~U~C~T~NA~M~EnY__ ~P E~:~AC~E~LA~B~S~M~A~I~NT~.~(~G_RE_Y~)~*ENTERINFORMATION
*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 4-13-99 INTO CELLS MARKED




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDY) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 835.24 $ 505.21 $ 330.03 $ 1,415.83
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 2,747.94 $ 1,662.14 $ 1,085.80
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 981NVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
·JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 11,392.34 $ 17,989.22 36.67% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 12,007.37 $ 17,989.22 33.25% -3.42%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 10,591.54 $ 17,989.22 41.12% 4.45%
NOTES: '"The difference between the profit margins of the A109325U and the A14DX599U
is due to the change in the bottom and cover material.
4/14/99 '"Ace Labs has requested a return to the original 5 item bulk hardware inclusion.
The time for the 5 item hardware box has been recalculated on this sheet to
provide updated information.
Margin A14DX599U (5) 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: A 14DX599U
_*P;..;R...;,O.;;..;DU;;...;;..C;..;T....;NA..;;;..;;,M;.;.;;EITY;;;...;..;;.;.P...;;E;;.;.:;..;A.;; CE=LA...;;B;..;S;.. MA.;;..;;. ; I.; . N..;..T.~(.;;.G.;..;R;;;;.EY)';"":""'--1*ENT R INFORMATION
*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 4-13-99 INTO CELLS MARKED




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDY) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 835.24 $ 495.98 $ 339.26 $ 1,455.43
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 2,747.94 $ 1,631.77 $ 1,116.17
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 981NVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 11,392.34 $ 17,989.22 36.67% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 12,007.37 $ 17,989.22 33.25% -3.42%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 10,551.94 $ 17,989.22 41.34% 4.67%
NOTES: *The difference between the profit margins of the A 109325U and the A 14DX599U
is due to the change in the bottom and cover material.
Margin A14DX599U (4) 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: A14DX599U
...;*P;...;R...;;.O;..,;;DU;....;....;C;...;T...;.N.;;.;.A.;;.;.M;.;.;;EITY;;...;...;.;.P..;;;E;.;...:A;...;C ;;.;E;;;.. . ; LA..;.;B;..,; S;...;M.;.; A..;. I; ;.NT..;..;.:.(G.;..R ;.E ; Y)~ -f*ENTER INFORMATION
*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 4-13-99 INTO CELLS MARKED




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 751.72 $ 505.21 $ 246.51 $ 1,057.51
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 2,473.15 $ 1,662.14 $ 811.00
PERCENT OF TOTAL
STANDARD LABOR COST 69.67% 46.82% 22.85%
MARGIN
FACTORY FY98
SUMMARY: COST/1000 FY 98INVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 11,392.34 $ 17,989.22 36.67% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 12,007.37 $ 17,989.22 33.25% -3.42%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 10,949.86 $ 17,989.22 39.13% 2.46%
NOTES: *The difference between the profit margins of the A 109325U and the A 14DX599U
is due to the change in the bottom and cover material.
*The Iowa labor rate is approximated at $10.99 x 90%.
At this time, this is the only difference in the analysis.
The labor and burden rates may be completely different. ..
Margin A14DX599U (IOWA) 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: A14DX599U
_*P::-;R...;.O.;.,.;D;;;,..U;...;C::-;T...;N..;,;A...;.M;.;.;EITY;;;...;...;..;.P...;;E~:;. ;AC..;;.E=LA. .;.;B;...;S; .;MA~I; N..;.;TA...;.;I.;..;.N;;;;.ED~(G;;.;.R...;;E';";'Y)~--1* NTER INFORMATION
*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 4-13-99 INTO CELLS MARKED




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 835.24 $ 488.18 $ 347.06 $ 1,488.91
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 2,747.94 $ 1,606.10 $ 1,141.84
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 981NVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 11,392.34 $ 17,989.22 36.67% °*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 12,007.37 $ 17,989.22 33.25% -3.42%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 10,518.46 $ 17,989.22 41.53% 4.86%
NOTES: *The difference between the profit margins of the A 109325U and the A 14DX599U
is due to the change in the bottom and cover material.
*Mary was the operator for this study.
*This analysis assumes a table shift to shorten move time from station to station.
and this approximated a change of 1.55 hoursJ1000
Margin A14DX599U (2) 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: A 14DX599U
_*P~R-:-:O~D:-U~C~T-.;N..;;;;A...;;;M;,;.;EITY~.;..;P..;;E;;.;..:.; A.. ;.C;;;;.E.;;;LA...;;B;;.;S;...MA;.;.;;...;;I.;..;N..;..T.~(.;:;.G.;..;R;;;;.EY)~--1*ENTER INFORMATION
*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 4-13-99 INTO CELLS MARKED




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 835.24 $ 479.16 $ 356.08 $ 1,527.57
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 2,747.94 $ 1,576.45 $ 1,171.49
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 98 INVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 11,392.34 $ 17,989.22 36.67% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 12,007.37 $ 17,989.22 33.25% -3.42%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 10,479.80 $ 17,989.22 41.74% 5.07%
NOTES: *The difference between the profit margins of the A 109325U and the A 14DX599U
is due to the change in the bottom and cover material.
"This analysis l18t1Umes a table 8hift to shorten move time from station to station AND A RIVET TO BASE FIXTURE.
ThiBallows for 8 2.368 hotnI1000 improvement In the time standard.
Margin A14DX599U (3) 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
"STYLE NUMBER: A14DX599U
"PRODUCT NAMElTYPE: ACE LABS (MAIN.)























COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTAlDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDY) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 835.24 $ 496.94 $ 338.30 $ 1,451.32
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 2,747.94 $ 1,634.92 $ 1,113.02
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 98 INVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 11,392.34 $ 17,989.22 36.67% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 12,007.37 $ 17,989.22 33.25% -3.42%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 10,556.05 $ 17,989.22 41.32% 4.65%
NOTES: "'The difference between the profit margins of the A 109325U and the A 14DX599U
is due to the change in the bottom and cover material.
"'Mary was the operator for this study.
"'Also, the operator rating is assumed to be 85%.
*The margin here is what it could be with a 100% rated operator.
Margin A14DX599U (init.) 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: 54BB23FB
..,.;*P;..,;R.:,;O:;,.::DU:;..;:;,.;;C;..;,T..,;.N:::;.,A;;.:,M;.=EITY;;..:..:..;...PE::;;:;..;,R.;,;:O;,..;.T,;..;A:;..;,RY..:....=;LI;;,;;;M:.:..,;IT...,:S:;,.::W.:.;I...:..TC~H~~*ENTER INFORMATION
*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 4/13/99 INTO CELLS MARKED




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 3,192.81 $ 2,219.65 $ 973.16 $ 4,174.88
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 10,504.36 $ 7,302.65 $ 3,201.71
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 98 INVOICEl1 000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 70,989.20 $ 79,547.84 10.76% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 70,856.38 $ 79,547.84 10.93% 0.17%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 66,681.50 $ 79,547.84 16.17% 5.42%
NOTES: ONLY DEPT. 39 LABOR TIMES WERE VERIFIED FOR THIS ANALYSIS.
Margin 54BB23FB 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: 54BB23FB
_*P~R~O~DU~C~T~NA~M~EnY~~P~E~:~R~O~TA~R~Y~L=IM~IT~S~W~IT~C~H~~·ENTERINFORMATION
*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 4/13/99 INTO CELLS MARKED




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 2,873.53 $ 2,219.65 $ 653.88 $ 2,805.16
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 9,453.92 $ 7,302.65 $ 2,151.28
PERCENT OF TOTAL
STANDARD LABOR COST 57.44% 44.37% 13.07%
MARGIN
FACTORY FY98SUMMARY: COSTf1000 FY 98 fNVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 70,989.20 $ 79,547.84 10.76% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 70,856.38 $ 79,547.84 10.93% 0.17%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 68,051.22 $ 79,547.84 14.45% 3.69%
NOTES: ONLY DEPT. 39 LABOR TIMES WERE VERIFIED FOR THIS ANALYSIS.
*The Iowa labor rate is approximated at $10.99 x 90%.
At this time, this is the only difference in the analysis.
The labor and burden rates may be completely different ...
Margin 54BB23FB (IOWA) 4/25/99




WITH ASTERISK (*)*ANALYST: CAROLYN PRESLEY
*PRODUCT NAME/TYPE: MASTER SWITCH























INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 8,603.08 $ 4,670.20 $ 3,932.88 $ 16,872.06
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 28,304.14 $ 15,364.96 $ 12,939.18
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 98INVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
'*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 139,390.25 $ 303,056.96 54.01% °'*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 139,997.48 $ 303,056.96 53.80% -0.20%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 123,125.33 $ 303,056.96 59.37% 5.37%
NOTES: Helen was the operator for this study.
ONLY DEPT. 39 LABOR TIMES WERE VERIFIED FOR THIS ANALYSIS.
Margin C1188 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: C1188
*PRODUCT NAMElTYPE: MASTER SWITCH *ENTER INFORMATION
INTO CELLS MARKED
WITH ASTERISK (*)





















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 7,742.77 $ 4,670.20 $ 3,072.57 $ 13,181.34
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 25,473.73 $ 15,364.96 $ 10,108.77
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 981NVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 139,390.25 $ 303,056.96 54.01% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 139,997.48 $ 303,056.96 53.80% -0.20%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 123,125.33 $ 303,056.96 59.37% 5.37%
NOTES: Helen was the operator for this study.
*The Iowa labor rate is approximated at $10.99 x 90%.
At this time, this is the only difference in the analysis.
The labor and burden rates may be completely different. ..
ONLY DEPT. 39 LABOR TIMES WERE VERIFIED FOR THIS ANALYSIS.
Margin C1188 (IOWA) 4/25/99






*DATE OF ANALYSIS: 3-18-99




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTAL DlFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 2,401.10 $ 1,250.33 $ 1,150.76 $ 4,936.77
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 7,899.60 $ 4,113.59 $ 3,786.01.
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 98 INVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 30,066.77 $ 71,003.97 57.65% 0
·CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 31,270.84 $ 71,003.97 55.96% -1.70%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 26,334.07 $ 71,003.97 62.91% 5.26%
NOTES: Minnie was the operator for this study.
Margin J5 4/25/99




WITH ASTERISK (-)*ANALYST: BONNIE OGLE
-PRODUCT NAMElTYPE:




















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 2,160.99 $ 1,250.33 $ 910.65 $ 3,906.70
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 7,109.64 $ 4,113.59 $ 2,996.05
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 981NVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
-JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 30,066.77 $ 71,003.97 57.65% 0
·CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 31,270.84 $ 71,003.97 55.96% -1.70%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 27,364.14 $ 71,003.97 61.46% 3.81%
NOTES: Minnie was the operator for this study.
*The Iowa labor rate is approximated at $10.99 x 90%.
At this time, this is the only difference in the analysis.
The labor and burden rates may be completely different. ..
Margin J5 (IOWA) 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: 58R44
*PRODUCT NAMElTYPE: *ENTER INFORMATION
INTO CELLS MARKED
WITH ASTERISK (*)





















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDy) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 1,262.31 $ 1,134.17 $ 128.14 $ 549.74
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 4,153.00 $ 3,731.41 $ 421.59
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 98INVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 14,553.50 $ 31,779.83 54.21% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 14,474.45 $ 31,779.83 54.45% 0.25%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 13,924.71 $ 31,779.83 56.18% 1.98%
NOTES: Mary was the operator for this study.
Margin 58R44 4/25/99
Department 39 Product Margin Analysis
*STYLE NUMBER: 58R44
*PRODUCT NAMElTYPE: *ENTER INFORMATION
INTO CELLS MARKED
WITH ASTERISK (*)





















COST DIFFERENCE (IND. TOTALDIFF.
COMPARISON:
INDENTED EXPLOSION - TIME (LABOR COST +
EXPLOSION TIME STUDY STUDY) FACTORY BURDEN)
*LABOR COST (INDENTED
EXPLOSION HOURS x
LABOR RATE) $ 1,136.08 $ 1,134.17 s 1.91 $ 8.20
FACTORY BURDEN
(LABOR COST x FACT.
BURDEN RATE) $ 3,737.70 $ 3,731.41 $ 6.29
PERCENT OF TOTAL




COST/1000 FY 981NVOICEl1000 PROFIT MARGIN % MARGIN CHANGE
*JAN. 1999 MARGIN
ANALYSIS (FY1998) $ 14,553.50 $ 31,779.83 54.21% 0
*CURRENTINDENTED
EXPLOSION $ 14,474.45 $ 31,779.83 54.45% 0.25%
CURRENT TIME STUDY $ 14,466.25 $ 31,779.83 54.48% 0.27%
NOTES: Mary was the operator for this study.
*The Iowa labor rate is apprOximated at $10.99 x 90%.
At this time, this is the only difference in the analysis.
The labor and burden rates may be completely different ...
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